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Widespread opposition to the use of Performance Enhancing Drugs
(PEDs) by athletes
Little research on what underlies this opposition, but the most
common theoretical claim is that PED use is opposed because it
violates standards of fairness (Dodge, Williams, Marzell, & Turrisi,
2012; Fitz, Nadler, Maogaran, Chong, & Reiner, 2014; Forlini,
Schildmann, Roser, Beranek, & Vollmann, 2015; Scheske & Schnall,
2012; Williams & Steffel, 2014)

Tested ten possible drivers of opposition to PED use drawn from
prior moral psychology research, popular press, and participants’
thought listings. All manipulations were pre-tested and passed
manipulation checks. [Total N = 2,620 (Approximately n = 125 per
cell)]
Base Scenario: Joe, a professional, competitive weightlifter, decides
to begin using steroids. Everyone else in Joe’s competitive circuit is
currently using steroids.

Research Question 1: Do people still oppose the use of PEDs when
there is no violation of fairness; that is, even when there is no
competitive advantage to be gained?

Scenario: Anne, a college student, decides to start taking stimulants
to improve her academic performance; 2 (fairness: advantage vs. no
advantage) x 2 (prudence: risk vs. no risk) x 2 (legality: illegal vs.
legal) x 2 (university rules: banned vs. permitted) [N = 1,019]
Main effects of all four manipulations:
• Fairness:
η
• Prudence:
η
• Legality:
η
• University Rules:

η

All four manipulations together eliminated opposition to PED use:
on bipolar 0-100 scale
Pre-registered at https://osf.io/8sfvv/

Research Question 2: What considerations, other than fairness,
underlie opposition to PED use?
η

Scenario: Joe, a professional baseball player, decides to begin using
steroids. Everyone else in Joe’s league is currently using steroids,
OR no one else in Joe’s league is currently using steroids. [N= 150]

Conclusion: In the absence of fairness violations, the presence or
absence of rules and laws prohibiting steroid use, and the risk posed
to the user, reliably attenuate opposition.

N = 824; Same scenario from Studies 2-11; 2 (fairness: advantage vs.
no advantage) x 2 (prudence: risk vs. no risk) x 2 (legality: illegal vs.
legal) x 2 (league rules: banned vs. permitted)
Main effects of all four manipulations:
• Fairness:
η
• Prudence:
η
• Legality:
η
• League Rules:
Conclusion: People still oppose steroid use to a substantial degree
even when it does not confer an unfair advantage.

Exploratory, “deep dive” method allows for rapid progress and
strong inference (Platt, 1964), and can contribute to theory-building
PED use exhibits properties of moral, conventional, and prudential
violations (Social Domain Theory; Turiel, 1983)

Moral
Violations
(unfair or
harmful)

Conventional
Violations
(violate agreed-upon
rules)

Prudential
Violations
(risk harm to the
actor)

Possibly applicable to other violations with similar structure:
Prisoner’s Dilemmas with imperfectly enforceable mandates for
cooperation (sports, academics, predatory pricing, nuclear treaties)
η

All four manipulations together eliminated opposition to PED use:
on unipolar 1-9 scale
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